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I travel the West looking for large
natural landscapes depicting the
breath taking qualities of our finest
spaces.
For over 26 years I have hiked
thousands of miles, explored
the ridge lines and peaks of the
West and oared white water boats
through the finest mountain rivers,
just to find these places.
My work is dependant on digital technologies that have emerged in the last ten years.
Some of my images reach 90 inches long. Most images are over 40 inches in one
dimension.
The large format images are composite images which contain the pixels of several
images. This gives them extraordinary detail throughout the image.
Viewing them is a sheer pleasure and provides the opportunity to study the landscape
and examine it in a way previously not possible. In this way, the detail of these images
exceeds the density of a 4 x 5 camera.
My small format images capture the classic shots of the West as well as new landscapes
tucked away in the far corners of remote mountain ranges and desert canyons.

Mountain Studios Publishing Company.

I founded this company in 1995 to publish music theory books for guitar that I write and sell all over the
world, including some of the finest guitar shops anywhere. More info at www.uncletim.com.
In 2001 I added fine art photography. In addition Mountain Studios offers a web publishing and e-commerce
consulting service.

Unique images and western classics. Images are available at any
size. We offer complete custom framing and a variety of mattting
and presentation options. All of these images and many more will be
available at full size at Open Studios 2008.
I will discuss any digital process that we use and illustrate all of my
processes including digital image development using a variety of raw
converters and photo stitching.
Mountain Studios, 1025 Oakdale Place, Boulder CO 80304 www.
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